We extend functions uo and f, still denoted by uo and f, such that they are sufficiently smooth on R2 In this scheme the function g6 plays the role of velocity, which is equal to ue in the domain and interpolated to the exterior part of Q. This is a natural way to deal with blobs near the boundary. Using g9 and a "slightly larger" domain Qd in computation, all blobs move according to a uniform formula (2.11). Now we state the convergence results. The notation Wm P(Q) for conventional Sobolev spaces and 11 l1m,p for the norms of them are applied throughout this paper. Let Xj (t) be characteristic curves that satisfy dX3(t) = U(Xj(t),t),X3(0) = Xj. In this section, we take m large enough, and extend the stream function ?6, still denoted by 6, then set u6 and w6 to be the corresponding velocity and vorticity, all of them now defined on R2 X [0, T].
We are now in a position to estimate u6 -u6 and X,"( Since Q is convex, the first term is bounded by CIXff(t) -X6(t)I,and we will prove in the Appendix that the second term is bounded by C02; therefore, I01e(-, t) -1(1,ot) 
(aj(t) -aj(t))((--XI(t))

Because the distance between XV(t) and X;F(t) is less than Ile(t)ll0, if X>(t) C K, then Bj(t) lies in a disk
Let xo be any point on K n Q. Then (Xj (t)) (i) -xo < 6 + I?Xj (t) -X8(t)I + C02.
If d is small enough, then the correspodence x -> x(i) is one-to-one. Let yo , Q and xo = (yo)(i). Then IX; (t) -yol < C(8 + IX;s(t) -X6(t)j + 62).
By the same argument we obtain an analogue of (3. (n A t) )(i), n A t). (n A t) )(i), n A t) < Ci I (X At (n A t)) -(Xj (n A t))(i| From now on we assume that all the hypotheses of Theorem 2 are satisfied. Since only large p is needed to be taken into consideration, we may assume the constant a in (2.16) satisfies a < P. Also we assume 
By (2.17) and the Appendix, we get uE((XjAt(n A t))(i, n A t) -ue((Xj
< Cl (I (XjAt (n A t))(i -(XjAt (n A t)) () + I(XjAt(n A t))() -(Xj(n A t))()I + ? (Xj(n A t))() -(Xj(n A t))( )M < C62 + CIXAt(n A t) -Xj(n A t)1, uE((Xj(n A t))(i), n A t) -uE((Xj(n A t))(i), n A t) < CI(Xj(n A t))( -(Xj
